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The MK3 model offers expanded functionality and connectivity not found on the MK2. Pitch and modulation 
wheels, a flexible arpeggiator, single-finger chord triggering, and transport buttons let you spend more 
time creating on the controller and less time fiddling with your software. Eight Scale modes allow for deep 
exploration into new musical territory, by transposing keys played to notes in the scale selected. Simply 
choose your root note and your preferred scale, then play. Three Chord modes transform the keys and 
pads into an interactive surface of musical exploration, where every note played is tonally and 
harmonically linked. The arpeggiator lets you explore new melodies and find ideas quickly, while the 
mutate function reconstructs your patterns into exciting new forms.

Custom Modes simplify the relationship between controller and software. Programmable using the Novation 
Components browser-based tool, Custom Modes let you design the behavior of your Launchkey, with 
control over control assignments, MIDI routing, pad color, and much more. Utilize the full-sized 5-pin MIDI 
DIN output to control hardware synthesizers, drum machines, or sound modules from the Launchkey MK3.

Core Features
Designed for Ableton Live—Immediate access to all the controls you need
Create and play with feeling—Velocity-sensitive keyboard and 16 velocity-sensitive pads enable expressive 
and dynamic performance
Get creative with chords—Three chord modes (fixed, scale, and user) let you trigger chords with one finger
Never hit a wrong note—Scale modes transpose keys and pads to notes in the selected scale
Capture MIDI—One-touch access to Ableton Live’s Capture MIDI feature means you’ll never lose an idea
Get melodies moving—Powerful arpeggiator takes you to new melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic places
Control anything MIDI—5-pin MIDI output works with any MIDI-compatible device
Easy-to-read screen—16x2 character screen lets you easily see the state of what you’re controlling or 
selecting
Make music immediately—Free software, including Ableton Live 10 Lite, virtual instruments, plug-ins, and 
sample packs let you start creating straight away
Shape your sound—Tweak instruments and effects to perfection using eight rotary encoders and nine 1.8" 
faders
Make Launchkey your own—Four Custom Modes enable you to create unique control setups for any 
performance or studio rig, using Novation Components

Ableton Integration
Volume, pan, sends A/B through knobs
Record and play
Assign custom mapping to knobs and pads
Track navigation
Device control
Capture MIDI
Clip launch
Clip stop
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Scene launch
Scene navigation
Track solo/mute
DAW Integration
Scripts for Ableton, Logic, and Reason (device control for Ableton, Logic, and Reason)
HUI support for other DAWs such as Pro Tools, Reaper, and Studio One
Control volume, pan, sends, record, play, preset, and assignable custom mapping
Arpeggiator
Creative arpeggiator with Mutate and Deviate Rhythm options
Multiple modes such as up, down, up/down, played, random, chord, and mutate
Various rates including 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, and all associated triplets
1/2/3/4 octave modes
O, OXO, OXXO, random, and deviate rhythms
On/off latch
Tempo, swing, and gate via knobs when pressing the Arp button
Mutate mode allows access to all mutate possibilities through the knob while pressing the Arp button
Deviate Rhythm allows access to all deviations of the rhythm through the knob while pressing the Arp 
button
Three symbols at the left side reserved for future arpeggiator updates
Includes Software
Ableton Live 10 Lite Industry-leading music creation software, with seamless operation with Launchkey.
Spitfire Audio LABS Expressive Strings Exceptional strings samples made by musicians and sampling 
experts in London, for anyone, anywhere.
XLN Audio Addictive Keys Access one of four virtual keyboards when you register your first piece of 
Focusrite or Novation hardware.
Klevgrand Roverb A hybrid between a simple reverb and a very complex delay in an easy-to-use plugin.
Klevgrand DAW Cassette A plugin that emulates the sound of a tape deck, with accurate recreation of 
saturation, distortion, noise and wobble.
AAS Session Bundle Keys, guitar and synth plugins for music makers, which provide essential sounds for 
your tracks.

USB / MIDI Controller
Keyboard 49 Full-Size Keys, Synth Action with Velocity
MIDI Control Surfaces 1 x Wheel (Pitch-Bend)
1 x Wheel (Modulation)
8 x Rotary Encoder
16 x Pad (Velocity-Sensitive)
9 x Fader Encoder (Assignable)
Performance Functions Arpeggiator, Octave Shift, Transport Controls, Transpose
Connectivity
I/O 1 x USB Type-B Bus-Power/MIDI Output
1 x 1/4" Sustain Input
1 x MIDI 5-Pin MIDI Output
OS Compatibility macOS 10.7 or Later
Windows 7 or Later
iOS
*As of June, 2020: Check with manufacturer for the most up-to-date compatibility
Wireless Transmission None
Power
Power Options USB Bus Power
Physical
Display LED
Anti-Theft Features Kensington Security Slot
Dimensions (W x D x H) 31.0 x 10.0 x 3.0" / 78.7 x 25.4 x 7.6 cm
Weight 6.68 lb / 3.03 kg

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


